How to easily create your individual PIN

You would like to generate your own individual PIN for your OMV Cards? Visit us at www.omv.com/omv-card/pin to create your own PIN easily and securely!

In a few steps to your own PIN:

1️⃣ Use the field “Individual PIN” to create and type your individual PIN.

2️⃣ Confirm your PIN by repeating it in “Repeat PIN”.

3️⃣ Conclude by clicking “Submit”.

4️⃣ You will receive a so-called “Reference ID” (an alphanumeric 24-character code). Copy it by clicking “Copy Reference ID”.

5️⃣ Use this copied Reference ID in
   a. the dedicated field in the OMV Card ROUTEX form, or
   b. the dedicated field in FOS.

6️⃣ By clicking on ”New Reference ID“ you can easily generate a new PIN for your various other OMV Cards. You will be redirected to the starting page and can start the process with 1) again

**Please note:**
You undertake to keep your individually chosen PIN strictly confidential and to confer such obligation on subsequent OMV Card users.

**An individually selected PIN cannot be assigned to already existing OMV Cards.**
You can generate as many PINs as you desire – one Reference ID can however only be used once.

Please remember your PIN and assigned card accordingly.

**IMPORTANT**
You will be visiting a secure website of OMV Refining & Marketing GmbH. At no point in time will any OMV employee know about your individually chosen PIN, nor is there any way for us to view your PIN decoded. For data security purposes it is of utmost importance, you choose your PIN yourself – we as OMV Cards team cannot do this for you. We as OMV are solely responsible for processing your PIN information.
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